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preservation of France and the territorial diminution of France
are irreconcilable conceptions, without realizing that he thereby
virtually betrays all the assertions made in the earlier pages;
for if material self-preservation in the status quo be the nation's
primary duty, then the most extreme nationalism immediately
becomes justified. In fact, one of the reasons for which he
feared the spread of democracy was lest the nation, the country,
France in a word, should lose daily something of her authority
and strong cohesion; he repeats that a nation can live only
on the sacrifices of individuals on its behalf, and dreads lest
" the growth of rational thought resulting from the spread of
elementary education, the conquest of rights, the increase in
wealth and comfort, should ultimately make the people reluctant
to admit the claims of a metaphysical entity that is no one in
particular, of a patriotism that implies more than one prejudice
and more than one error." Where, we ask again, does Renan
really stand?
$*$*$*$	*
Coming finally to the dominating problem of his day we can
still, to a large measure, show a Renan refusing to be driven
into one camp, to choose for or against democracy, as long at
least as we use that term in its broad philosophical sense. To
those who claim him as hostile to democracy we can quote his
boast that " he respected and loved the people as only Christ
and Saint Francis had done "; his noble lines in which he
stresses the right of all to that material comfort without which
no civilized life is possible, declaring that the aspiration of the
poor to this comfort is right, legitimate and holy; or his bitter
denunciation of those who would monopolize either this com-
fort or that education which alone would enable it one day to
take its right share in government. " Such a denial," he ex-
claims, " is but the exploitation of the people by those who
need to keep it blind in order to use it to their own advantage."
" There are not two mankinds," he wrote in 1848, " one
civilized, the other impossible to civilize : all men have in them
the same germs of morality, and morals, like politics, can be
summed up in one word, to raise the people "; and in his
philosophical fantasy, Caliban, he inveighs against those who
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